BASE TABLE

FURNITURE / LIGHTING / ACCESSORIES
MIKA TOLVANEN ON THE DESIGN “I wanted the table to have its own character but not be impo-

sing. The design aim was to reduce the table to its archetypal form. The functional simplicity of Base is
supported by behind-the-scenes technology to create a slim, lightweight and strong table. At the same
time, Base is friendly and welcoming in the way it looks. The result is a versatile metal frame table that
can be extended into a very large conference table or just as easily used as a simple dining room table.”

PROCESS

The table base’s legs and corner parts are extruded
from aluminium to give the acrylic lacqure used to
color the base, the most homogeneus surface. The
table-top is cut from furniture board and finshed off
with either a laminate or a linoleum surface.

DESIGNED BY / YEAR OF DESIGN

Mika Tolvanen / 2014

TYPE

Multi functional table

DESCRIPTION

A high quality and versatile table series, that casts
the iconic shape of a table, as straight forward as
a child’s drawing. The tables have a lightness in its
design that adds an interesting contrast to the table’s
strength and robust materials.

ENVIRONMENT

Indoor

MATERIAL

Table base is made from extruded aluminium with
an extra durable acrylic paint. Table top in either
furniture board with laminate surface and ABS edges
or table top in plywood with linoleum surface.

TESTS & CERTIFICATIONS

CLEANING INSTRUCTIONS

ABOUT THE DESIGNER

IN-STOCK SIZES:

73 cm
29"
140 cm
55"

Danish Technological Institute - EN 15372 L3. Tested
to withstand level 3: Servere use. Tested to withstand
use in areas where the furniture is repeatedly subject
to extremely high loads. i.e. transport terminals, hospital public areas, night clubs, nursinghomes etc.

80 cm
31.5"

85 cm
33.5”

190 cm
74.75”

Clean the table with a damp cloth. If necessary use a
mild detergent or washing up liquid and not concentrated. Always wipe with a dry cloth afterwards. To
minimize the risk of stains and marks, liquids, grease
etc. should be removed straight away.
For linoleum versions it is recommended to use a
linoleum polish on the surface 2-3 times a year.

250 cm
98.5"

90 cm
35.5"

73 cm
29"

Mika Tolvanen is part of the Finnish Rehti Design
group. After graduating from the Royal College of Art
with a Master in design in 2001, Mika established
his own design office in Helsinki. He has since
worked with some of the world’s top designers
and manufacturers.

Ø:110 cm
43.5"
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